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Cloud Computing BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	In the five months that I have been researching and writing Cloud Computing Bible, it has become clear to me that most people recognize that cloud computing is a big deal, even if they are not really clear why that is so. Every day newspaper and magazine articles and radio and TV stories report on cloud computing. The phrase “in the...
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Drupal 7 Webform CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Consistently ranked in the top 15 of the most installed Drupal contributed modules (see http://www.drupal.org/project/usage), Webform has proven to be a must-have extension on Drupal websites the world over. There is simply no better way to rapidly create forms on our Drupal websites.





	After taking an in-depth look at working...
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Data Warehousing in the Age of Big Data (The Morgan Kaufmann Series on Business Intelligence)Morgan Kaufmann, 2013

	Web 2.0 has changed the way we conduct business, interact with customers, share information with friends and family, measure success in terms of business revenue and customer wallet share, and define brand management, and, most importantly, it has created a revenue channel like none other. Whether you plan your vacation, buy the newest...
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Modelling of GPCRs: A Practical HandbookSpringer, 2012

	G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) comprise an important protein family, which is involved in signal transduction in the cell. Besides that a large number of drugs, available on market, address GPCRs. For an efficient and improved development of appropriate drugs, molecular modelling of GPCRs is – in order to understand the...
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jQuery and JavaScript Phrasebook (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2013

	Get more done faster with jQuery and JavaScript! Brad Dayley’s jQuery and JavaScript Phrasebook brings together 100+ instantly useful code snippets and idioms for performing a wide spectrum of common web application tasks. This hands-on guide gets straight to the essence of what’s new and important in...
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Learning Perforce SCMPackt Publishing, 2013

	A comprehensive guide to the world's leading enterprise configuration management system


	Overview

	
		Master the use of P4V - the Perforce Visual Client
	
		Get into the Perforce mindset for seamless use in your daily work
	
		Grasp key concepts and learn how to apply them for proper...
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Learning Bing Maps APIPackt Publishing, 2013

	Bing Maps are a great resource and very versatile when you know how. And this book will show you how, covering everything from embedding on a web page to customizing with your own styles and geo-data.


	Overview

	
		Display address information for any point on the map through the location-based REST services...
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Mondrian in Action: Open source business analyticsManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Mondrian in Action teaches business users and developers how to use Mondrian and related tools for strategic business analysis. You'll learn how to design and populate a data warehouse and present the data via a multidimensional model. You'll follow examples showing how to create a Mondrian...
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HDInsight EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Tap your unstructured Big Data and empower your business using the Hadoop distribution from Windows


	Overview

	
		Architect a Hadoop solution with a modular design for data collection, distributed processing, analysis, and reporting
	
		Build a multi-node Hadoop cluster on Windows servers

...
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Learning SAP Analytics CloudPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Predict new opportunities and risks in a few mouse clicks
	
		Eliminate complexity with tools that let you plan, analyze, and collaborate in context—in real time
	
		Discover, visualize, plan, and predict in a single product with agile BI tools



	Book...
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MariaDB and MySQL Common Table Expressions and Window Functions RevealedApress, 2017

	Walk away from old-fashioned and cumbersome query approaches and answer your business intelligence questions through simple and powerful queries built on common table expressions (CTEs) and window functions. These new features in MariaDB and MySQL help you to write queries without having to wade through a quagmire of brittle self-joins and...
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Investigating Cryptocurrencies: Understanding, Extracting, and Analyzing Blockchain EvidenceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2018

	Investigate crimes involving cryptocurrencies and other blockchain technologies 


	Bitcoin has traditionally been the payment system of choice for a criminal trading on the Dark Web, and now many other blockchain cryptocurrencies are entering the mainstream as traders are accepting them from low-end investors putting their...
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